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upper cut! of the upright piece CD. The alternate circular move,nent commu
nicated to the extremity of AB, by the action of a person seated at that point,
and which tends alternately first to elevate it by the su<lden action of the feet
downwards on the ground on which they are then placed, and afterwards to pro
duce its descent, hy the effect of their gravity. These movements are com,nunia
cat.ed conversely to a person seated at the opposite extremit.y, whose action
iimilady exerted, tends continually to encrease the oscillations of the machine.
SECTION XX.
To convert a givPn alternate circular movement, ofuniform velocity, or wlzicli i.�
variable by a given law, into an alternate 1no-oe·ment in a given curve, of velo
city similar to tltat of the original nw-oement, unifonn, or variable by a given
law, and in the same, or in dijferent planes of direction.

A 20.

ALL the movements described in Section X, will afford solutions of this
problem.

B 20.

This is a turning engine by which screws of any description may be made,
·without centres. It is the invention of M. Grandjean, of the Royal Academy of
Sciences; and is described in the "l\'.(achines approuvees par l'Academic," vol. v.
1729, No. 336.
" This engine is composed of a firm supporting _frame or stand AB, and two
" upright pieces or puppets P Q; these have instead of centre points, two collars
" ST, which receive the mandrill F H, whose terminations are conically pointed;
" F H carries the piece R which is to he cut, and also the pulley G which re
" ceives the band GO attached to the treadle 0. The puppet Q carries an
u iron arm I, to which is attached in I a square H K, also of metal, one ex
" tremity of which presses on the point H of F H, and consequently tends to
" press it from H towards F. The point F is supported upon a piece E, which
" is moveable upon an axis D, at the extre1nity D of which, the piece DC ia
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" set upon a square ; and in a groove formed in this piece there runs a sliding
" piece N to which the band NO is attached, and thence passes to the treadle 0.
" This understood, it will be evident that when the foot is applied to the
" treadle, it will produce the rotation of FH, and will also lower the piece DC,
" that this 1notion of DC will cause the advance of F H from F towards 1:-1 in

" a quantity which will be always reciprocally proportional to the distances D N
" of the slidinf; piece N from the centre of motion D; and the piece N being
" moveable, it 1nay be adjusted or placed in any required situation or distance:
" hence it '""· i ll result that during a revolution the axes will advance whatever
" quantity 1nay be required, and consequently if the cutting tool be applied at

" R, any required screw may be produced, as was proposed.
" If a spiral or screw be required, the thread of w
· hich shall become gradually
" closed or finer, i t will be only necessary to take off the piece DC and substi
" tute for it the piece

D NC, figure 2, the periphery NV C of which is a curve

" i n which the radii D N, D V, DC encrease as the thread of the screw to be
" cut is required to close; thus, each point of the curve, as C, V, N, &c. will
" successively perform the office of an ann or lever of different length, continu
er
ally substituted for the ann D N, figure l, which will produce an unequal
" retrograde motion of F H towar<ls H, and consequently the thread of the re
" quired screw will be gradated as the radii DC, DV,. D N."

C 20.
l'vl. Clairault is the author of a 1ncmoir included in those of the Academy of
Sciences for 1734, in which be proposes the solution of several important
problems.
One of these has for its ohject the determination of the curve 1\1 0 N, upon
which if the square 1\1 C N be moved always in contact, its vertex C shall be
always in the giv('n curve EC.
The required movement of the square may be given by an alternate circular
movernent, which by the solution of the problem will be converted into an alter
Aate movement in the giYen curve EC.

D 20.

In this plate, the figure on the right represents a front elevation, and the
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fi 1;ure on the left a side elevation of the subject. The same letters of re
ference are placed as usual to the corresponding parts of tbe machine in both
figures.
'f hese figures represent the machine used for rifling gun barrels, 111 the
Roval Arsenal at Versailles.
A A are two upright timbers placed perpendicularly upon the lower or
ground framing· B, and the cap piece CC attaches the upper ends of the up
rig·ht timbers; the whole co,nposes a frame work, the finnness of which is
farther secured by the auxiliary pieces D and E.
G is a cylindrical roller on the axis of which is placed the toothed wheel 1-J,
an<l this is driven by the pinion I; the n1oving power is applied to a winch set
on the axis of the pinion.
a b c d is a carriage which slides vertically in the frame A ABC C; two ropes
e e arc fixeJ to the upper cross framing of the carriage, they pass over two fixed
pullies attadied to the cap C, and are afterwards coiled on the rolJer G; another
cord f is attached to the middle of the lower cross framing of the carriage, passes
o,,cr a fixed puliey to the lower piece B of the principal fra,ne, and then returns;
and is coile<l also upon the roller G, but in a contrary direction to that of the
cords e e.
The carriage carries an fron cylinder g· h; the extren1ity g of which rests upon
a block of 1netal, fixed in the middle of the upper surface of the lower cross piece
of the carriage; it passes through an flperfure formed in the middle of the upper
cross piec c, and tenninates in h hy an auger or other boring tool suited to the
operation. The iron cylinder g· h carries a pulley m, at a point nearly equi
distant fron1 the upper and lower cross pieces of the carriage.
A cord no p q is fixe<l to the cap in the point n, passes over the fixe<l pulley o
placed near the middle of one of the vertical or side frames of the carriag·e, passes
entirely round the horizontal pul!cy m, and afterwards over a vertical pulley p
placed opposite to the pulley o iii the other side frame of the carriage, and
terminates in q, wl1ere it snstains the weight N, which operates to keep the cord
in an uniforrn degree of tension.
If the moving power act by an alternate circular movement, that rr10Yemcnt

